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Beware of international websites offering to list you as a therapist !
It is easy to inadvertently transgress the laws of other countries when working online. Here’s a
perfect example:
It all began with an exciting and innocuous invitation to join a therapy portal and get more clients –
something most of us want and need. Here’s a part of the invitation received on 23rd July 2015:
Sounds perfect ! So what is wrong with this ?
The answer lies within my reply.

Here is my reply to them:

Any ACTO listed training course to work therapeutically online would cover this sort of information
as part of the basics. It would also equip you with the kind of information that you would need to set
up an online practice, how and where you can and cannot practice and how to work safely and
securely.. Don’t be one of those who puts themselves at risk through simply not knowing the rules
and laws of another country, as well as the rules and laws of the UK. Do the training and then join
ACTO which is the UK based association listing those qualified to work online.
Useful web information : ACTO The Association for counselling and therapy online
http://www.acto-uk.org/
PWT’s page on security and confidentiality online
http://pwtraining.com/resources-for-working-online/security-the-skype-issue/
PWT’s test your digital skills QUIZ for you to work out how much training you might need
http://pwtraining.com/quiz-test-your-digital-skills/
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